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Improving economic perspectives  
The economic expansion, featuring now its eighth year, is the third-longest since post world 
war history. The odds of an extension are very good. Indeed, the IMF has marginally 
revised 2017-2018 world growth up to 3,4 and 3,6% (3,1% in 2016). The contribution of 
emerging countries to this improvement is getting larger (4,5% in 2017 and 4,8% in 2018). 
A confirmed bottoming-out of commodity prices and the evaporation of critical crisis in 
Brazil and Russia brighten the 2017 perspectives. 
In short, growth is accelerating up to its fastest pace over the past two years, under the 
leadership of the US, but with an unexpected relay of the EU. Global trade recovered - 
exports picked-up at the fastest rate over the past 6 years -, as well as European 
manufacturing. Even Japan surprised favourably with excellent momentum in new orders. 
In the US, a widening trade deficit fuelled a weaker than expected 4th quarter at about 
1,9%, translating into a full 2016 figure of 2%, in line with the post-recession average. As a 
potential silver lining, investment printed its third consecutive progression. Reviving 
investment and deregulating is good news. But the financing of lower corporate and 
household taxes is not a done deal. It would spell avoiding spikes in interest rates and the 
USD, and confronting trading partners’ resistance (Border tax). The odds are good for a 
positive short-term US momentum, but the risks of impacting trade / growth outside of the 
US too. Medium-term, the deterioration of US financial conditions may affect growth, inflict 
pain to manufacturers, and widen the US current account deficit.  
Inflation revival is confirmed. Headline inflation will pick-up in developed market economies. 
In the US, it should converge towards core inflation, above 2%. In the EU and in Japan, 
core CPI will remain clearly below 2%. Significant inflation divergence will happen in 
emerging: clearly dropping in Brazil and Russia, while accelerating markedly in China. 
Global PMI for early 2017 provided confirmation of a much better health of the global 
economy, particularly in developed countries. Deflation fears will further recede 
 
When Plutocracy confronts a vibrant democracy 
In 2011 already, the Nobel Price J. Stiglitz accused the US of drifting towards a dangerous 
form of oligarchy, for being ruled by the wealthiest 1%. For sure, Trump embodies more 
than any of his predecessor the unhesitant fusion of power and money. The most ardent of 
his supporters are questioning the designation of flamboyant investment bankers and the 
multiplication of pressing conflicts of interests. The forsaken of globalization may also 
withdraw their support to Trump, in the absence of an improvement of their living 

     Performances 2017 
 (February 28th, 2017) 

Equities 
MSCI World +5.0%  
S&P 500 +5.6% 
Eurostoxx +2.4% 
Nikkei +0.2% 
MSCI Emerging +8.6% 
 
Bonds  
US Treasury 10y +0.6% 
US Corporate +1.4% 
Bund 10y -0.9% 
EU Corporate +0.6% 
 
Currencies 
USD index -1.1% 
EUR/USD +0.9% 
GBP/USD +0.5% 
USD/CHF -1.5%% 
USD/JPY +4.5% 
 
Commodities 
Gold                                           +9.0% 
Silver +15.9% 
Oil (WTI) -2.2% 
 
Source: Bloomberg 
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« Little time for transition »  

Emerging markets. Resurging China 
The confidence crisis that stroke Chinese assets and currency, in Q1 2016, gave way to 
some normalization in the course of the second half of last year. Large and potentially 
uncontrolled capital outflows were at the epicentre of the problematic. China policymakers 
namely contained this through a cocktail of ¨light¨ capital controls, regarding foreign 
takeovers. But their success also came from gradually refraining from intervening / 
controlling equity markets and speculators. The country is rapidly climbing the learning 
curve of playing cat and mouse with international investors. For sure, the Yuan is gaining 
progressively importance, thanks to its gradual migration towards a practical re-serve, 
hence more convertible currency. Capital account controls can be considered as OK at the 
moment, but remain tentative and fragile. 
In fact, Beijing has successfully manipulated Yuan…to the upside! Buying Yuan spells 
selling US Treasuries. The latest data actually confirmed this ¨mechanical¨ process, which 
is not a surprise per se. Looking at Chinese FX reserves, 2016 proved pioneer in three 
respects: 1) this is only the third time that they fell in the past 16 years, 2) the magnitude of 
the fall was unprecedented, and 3) China sold much more US Treasuries than FX reserves 
depletion required... We can draw a few preliminary thoughts at this stage. Confrontation 
between Xi and Trump has already begun. China has started to flex its muscles and show 
its determination to Washington. US temporarily stopped bullying China, as they are 
aligned in containing North-Korean nuclear activities. Capital outflows will naturally tame 
later in 2017, when Chinese equities integrate MSCI indices. Stronger Chinese PPI is 
excellent news, as it spells room for the PBoC to engineer some monetary policy 
tightening. 
Recent developments raise the odds of a prolonged observation round between US and 
China. Chinese assets will benefit 
 
The EM currencies rally will continue 
It will continue at least to Q1-end and in many cases into at least part of Q2. The global 
economy continues to recover, and this is spilling over to gains in commodity prices and 
equity markets, boosting the terms of trade and foreign inflows for many emerging 
countries. The Fed did not sound any closer to hiking, so for the time being, stronger US 
growth should simply boost global risk appetite. At some point, of course, strength in the 
US will drive real yields higher, but EM currencies seems to have reduced their sensitivity 
to the Fed tightening, for the time being. Valuations remain broadly attractive, as real terms 
do not appear expensive. Positioning does not look stretched either. We continue to favour 
high yielding currencies to low yielding ones, partly because of the carry but also because 
of the growth dynamic. Low yielders in Asia continue to show subdued growth as China's 
slowdown continues, with high debt loads and a greater focus on deleveraging limiting 

conditions. A dramatic divide of the US society may develop over the second half of the 
Presidential mandate. 
After making them the serial fine payers of past years, US new administration is now 
openly courting banks. Oppositely, a serious hate game might start with Silicon Valley 
tycoons. First these geniuses come from the largest State who voted against Trump in the 
election. By tentatively trying to limit in the future the spread of fake news, technology 
leaders are threatening Trump’s ability to maintain his popularity. Trump may also want to 
impose stronger State controls over data and intelligence for National security reasons. 
Last but not least, artificial intelligence is a vector of jobs destruction. 
The US democracy is deeply rooted in a system of check and balance between the 
executive, judiciary and legislative powers. No doubt, the bullying style of the new US 
president was not expected to smoothly develop in this landscape. To say the least, 
Donald is not the champion of ¨the preliminary phase¨… Indeed, an inevitable collision is 
already occurring with the justice department. Similar frictions are starting to emerge with 
the Congress, not to mention key international players. Incidentally, as a matter of 
example, rolling back Dodd-Frank requires an act of the Congress…  
Trump Administration is facing solid and organized opposition. Fortunately, its measured 
reaction function is so far in sharp contrast with the bellicose rhetoric of the campaign 

 

 

Fixed income. Too 
much focus on Trump 
 
The FOMC members think the 
economy continues to improve 
and that Trumponomics make the 
outlook more uncertain. Although 
many members expect a hike 
soon, only a few of them expect a 
hike at an upcoming monetary 
policy meeting. The Fed has 
clearly indicated that it wants to 
offset Trump's more 
expansionary fiscal policy. 
Quantitative tightening will 
become a market theme soon. 
The minutes have revealed that 
the FOMC members want to 
discuss the reinvestment strategy 
at one of the upcoming meetings. 
However, it will not be able to 
reduce its balance sheet before 
H1 2018. Furthermore, President 
Trump will nominate 3 new Fed 
governors probably hawkish 
ones. The subliminal message of 
actual governors is that the 
central bank may tighten policy 
soon…  
The end of the mandate of 
several Fed board members is 
creating discrepancies. Market 
remains too pessimistic regarding 
Fed tightening 
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growth prospects. The main risks to our high yield view are increased political uncertainty 
and trade tensions. Of course, the path is not without risks, and we expect these to weigh 
on EM FX performances in H2. Recently, market participants have taken a more positive 
view considering recent comments from the US administration related to China. There is 
still a risk of trade tensions resuming later in the year. Political uncertainty also looms 
large. 
EM high yielding currencies still have some room for further strengthening  
 
INVESTMENT CONCLUSION 
 
We are experiencing an unusual period of re-pricing and … possible mispricing. In the 
past couple of months, US bond yields shot-up, risky assets, value and financials 
outperformed. This makes sense considering the odds of more active reflation and 
stronger nominal growth. 
Beyond a - short - period of repricing, this trend, particularly the outperformance of US 
assets, is unlikely to persist with a strong(er) USD. One must give… Fortunately, central 
banks have much longer view than politicians. After a very long and hard fight of deflation, 
they may surprise by tolerating an inflation ¨spike¨ above their targets for a few years. 
Trump fueled a recovery in sentiment of consumers, entrepreneurs, and investors. This is 
playing a positive and self-fulfilling role, which will continue, in the short-term. Current and 
future volatility have consequently collapsed. Markets are mesmerized by the positives of 
Trumpflation. They barely consider the potential negatives. Some profit taking in 
overbought sectors and regions are recommended. 

ASSET ALLOCATION 

 

De-composition 
precedes re-
composition 
 

Trump election, Brexit, the defeat 
of M. Renzi in Italy last fall and 
the possible Nexit, not to mention 
Frexit, are in the same vein... 
Politicians of consensus are 
either forced to pathetically leave 
the stage, or to complete major 
flip-flops. This spells the ongoing 
process of political de-
composition. Still, the shift to a 
new regime is far from 
straightforward. In the US, 
obstacles to a quick 
implementation of the Trump 
plans are emerging. A quick and 
dirty repeal and replace of 
Obamacare seems unlikely and 
the debt ceiling question looms 
on March 15th. In the EU, thinks 
may paradoxically take a more 
sanguine path. Macron and 
Schulz, pro-European leaders, 
may come to power before Fall. 
Both are broadening their 
electoral base, up to leading in 
the latest polls. Macron endorses 
a social-democrat platform ¨à la 
Germany¨. While Schulz is 
portraying himself as the anti-
neoliberal candidate, by 
distancing from the Berlin Grand 
Coalition and promising to undo 
most of Schroeder’s labour 
reforms (Agenda 2010). His left 
turn, including alignment with 
trade unions, is charming ¨die 
Linke¨. Both European leaders 
may rejuvenate the so-called 
¨Franco-German engine¨ concept 
i.e. bring new perspectives of 
integration. 
¨Trumpflation trade¨ approaches 
exhaustion of its first phase. EU 
assets – especially in the 
periphery - are excessively 
oversold and un-loved 
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